CLP Leader Terry Mills has called on Chief Minister Clare Martin to get in touch with what her Labor Premier colleagues have to say about a push at Labor's federal conference for heroin injecting rooms to be part of Labor's federal policy.

"If, as the Chief Minister claims, anyone talking about it is seriously confused then the Chief Minister would do well to speak to Victorian Premier Steve Bracks about his confusion," Mr Mills said.

"Yesterday Victorian Premier Bracks told Melbourne's Herald Sun he would be opposing the push for heroin injecting rooms to be part of federal ALP policy.

"Instead of engaging in her usual arrogance and personal abuse the Chief Minister would do well to support her Labor colleague Premier Bracks and oppose the push for heroin injecting rooms to be part of federal ALP policy.

*Attached yesterday's Herald Sun article
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Bracks rejects heroin rooms
By TANYA GILES
THE push for heroin injecting rooms to be part of federal ALP policy would not be supported by Victoria, Premier Steve Bracks said yesterday. Mr Bracks, who yesterday went to Sydney for the Australian Labor Party's federal conference, said the Victorian Government's position was clear on the issue. He said heroin injecting rooms were no longer a policy of the Government because it had pursued alternatives to reduce the heroin death toll. "The alternative . . . of assisting and supporting with mobile support in the street, with access and referral to services has been working -- we are getting heroin deaths down," Mr Bracks said. "It doesn't mean we won't have problems in the future. I know the Health Minister (Bronwyn Pike) is redoubling our efforts to make sure we can keep the heroin death and the heroin problems as low as they can. "But we won't be supporting the supervised injecting facilities." A proposal to support and promote heroin-injecting rooms has been included in the federal ALP's draft party platform to be debated at the national conference beginning today.